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**Notes:** Trade Paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit


**Notes:**


**Notes:**


*Includes:* Blurb and Prelude by Ray Bradbury  
**Notes:** Mass Mkt Pbk  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit


**Notes:** Mass Mkt Pbk  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit


*Notes:* Illustrated by Margaret Evans Price  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit


*Notes:* Illustrated by Margaret Evans Price; Reprinted 1925, in different order  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit


*Includes:* Introduction to “Miss Gentilbelle” by Ray Bradbury  
**Notes:** Mass Mkt Pbk  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Touponce deposit


*Notes:* Trade Paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit


*Notes:* Mass Mkt Pbk  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit


*Notes:* Trade Paperback  
**Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit
   **Includes:** Introduction by Ray Bradbury
   **Notes:** Trade Paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:**
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Albright?

   **Notes:**
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:**
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupence deposit

   **Notes:**
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:**
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:**
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:**
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:** Translated and edited by Dr. A. A. Brill
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:**
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:**
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:** Introduction by John Huston
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit
**Includes:** Mentions of Ray Bradbury  
**Notes:**  
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit  

**Notes:**  
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Albright Gift  

**Notes:**  
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit  

**Notes:**  
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit  

**Notes:**  
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit  

**Notes:** Trade Paperback  
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit  

**Notes:** Trade paperback  
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit  

**Notes:**  
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit  

**Notes:** Trade Paperback  
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit  

**Notes:** Trade Paperback  
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Touponce deposit  

**Notes:** Trade Paperback; translated by Daphne Hardy  
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit  

**Notes:** Mass Mkt Pbk  
Deposit/Gift Provenance: Eller deposit

- **Includes**: Mention of Ray Bradbury and SWTWC on back cover
- **Notes**: Mass Mkt PbK
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit


- **Notes**: Eller deposit


- **Includes**: Mentions of Ray Bradbury and his works
- **Notes**: Toupance deposit

---

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN FANTASY AND SCIENCE FICTION**

**ICONOGRAPHY**


- **Notes**: Hardback with dust jacket
- **Shelf location**: Literary and Cultural Figures Associated with Ray Bradbury
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Albright Gift


- **Notes**: Trade Paperback
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit


- **Notes**: Trade Paperback
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Toupance deposit


- **Notes**: Hardback
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Albright gift


- **Notes**: Trade Paperback
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit


- **Notes**: Eller deposit
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY IS CROSSLISTED IN INTRODUCTIONS**


- **Includes**: Foreword by Ray Bradbury
- **Notes**: Trade paperback
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance**: 2 copies; 1 copy Eller deposit, 1 copy Toupance deposit
   **Notes:** 31 complete strips in full color, oversized
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** 1 copy, Joe Kaposta gift

   **Notes:** Trade Paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit

   **Notes:** Illustrated by Rockwell Kent
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:** Hardback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Albright Gift

   **Includes:** Blurb by Ray Bradbury, dedicated to Bradbury et al
   **Notes:** Mass Mkt Pbk
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:**

   **Notes:**
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:** Trade paperback
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Includes:** Mentions of Ray Bradbury
   **Notes:**
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:**

   **Includes:** Introduction “Tarzan, John Carter, Mr. Burroughs, and the Long Mad Summer of 1930” by Ray Bradbury
   **Notes:** Two Trade Paperbacks in shelving case
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:**
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:**
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

   **Notes:**
   **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

**Notes:**
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit


**Notes:**
- **Trade Paperback**
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit


**Notes:**
- **Trade Paperback**
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit


**Notes:**
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit


**Includes:** Matthew Arnold’s poem, *Dover Beach* (from *Fahrenheit*).

**Notes:**
- **Same edition as Bradbury used**
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit


**Includes:** Introduction “The Ardent Blasphemers” by Ray Bradbury

**Notes:**
- **Mass Mkt Pbk**
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit


**Notes:**
- **includes mentions of Ray Bradbury**
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit


**Notes:**
- **Mass Mkt Pbk**
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Eller deposit

**THIS ENTRY CROS LisTED IN FANTASY AND SCIENCE FICTION ICONOGRAPHY**


**Notes:**
- **A pictorial excursion into the realm of cinematic fantasy… featuring three hundred photographs.”**
- **Oversized**
- **Shelf location:** Literary and Cultural Figures Associated with Ray Bradbury
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Albright Gift


**Includes:** Prologue, “Ray Bradbury, The Martian Chronicles”

**Notes:**
- **Deposit/Gift Provenance:** Toupance deposit


*Includes*: Mentions Ray Bradbury

*Notes*: Trade Paperback

*Deposit/Gift Provenance*: Eller deposit